The article gives a lower bound for the least positive eigenvalue of the Hodge Laplacian acting on p-forms in a compact C 1 manifold without boundary. The bound is related to the parameters of a certain kind of covering fU i g of the base manifold by aenitely many geodesically convex sets. The parameters are the number of sets U i , their geodesic radii and bounds on the diaeerential of the exponential map in each U i . The estimate is combined with the Lojasiewiscz inequality to show that the positive eigenvalues of the HodgeLaplacian on the regular level sets of a C ! function ऄ : S n ! Rare ऋ a constant times a power of the distance between the value of ऄ and the set of critical values of ऄ.
Introduction. Main theorems
Let घM n g ङ be a compact, connected and orientable Riemannian manifold of class C 1 , without a boundary. Our main aim is to obtain lower bounds for the aerst eigenvalue of the Hodge Laplacian on M. Such eigenvalue estimates prove useful in establishing the local exactness in certain diaeerential complexes deaened by complex vector aeelds घsee ë2ëङ.
We begin by aexing the notation most often used in the sequel. All norms घon tangent or cotangent bundles, Grassmannian algebras, etc.ङ are deaened by means of the metric on the base manifold. On M we denote by dç the volume element deaened by g. The Hodge Laplacian is deaened as the operator
We shall use the following terminology: a form f 2 C 1 घU ࣿ p ङ will be said to be d- 
It is elementary to solve the equation du = f with unspeciaeed घbut aeniteङ upper bounds on k u k L 2 = k f k L 2 . But the applications of Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 घsee also ë2ëङ require that such a bound grow polynomially with r ;1 and N. It should be emphasized that the present work does not attempt to obtain an optimal" bound for the ratio kuk L 2 = k f k L 2 . The bound CrN 4p in घ1.5ङ is suaecient for the application in Section 3. Actually one might need estimates of the C k घ0 ऊ k é +1ङ norm of u in terms of that of f. In the cases under consideration in Section 3 such estimates are consequences of Theorem 1.1 घsee ë2ëङ.
Of course Theorem 1.1 does not provide estimates of the L 2 norm of an arbitrary solution of the equation du = f, since we can add to u any closed C 1 घp ; 1ङ-form. But it does yield an estimate for the canonical solution, that is, the solution orthogonal in L 2 घM ࣿ p;1 ङ t o all closed forms. Indeed this solution minimizes the L 2 norm over the aaene subspace of all L 2 solutions.
In order to get a lower bound for the lowest eigenvalue of the HodgeLaplacian the following immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is needed: Theorem 1.2. Same hypotheses as in Theorem 1.1 let p be an integer, 0 ऊ p ऊ n ;
where C is the same positive constant as in घ1.5ङ.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.1 to the equation dv = घ ;1ङ np+1 ࣿ ;1 f and set u = ࣿ ;1 v. q.e.d. Theorem 1.3. Same hypotheses as in Theorem 1.1 let p be a n i nteger, 0 ऊ p ऊ n. Then the smallest positive eigenvalue of the Hodge Laplacian ࣽ acting on p-forms is ऋ C ;2 r ;2 N ;4घn+1ङ .
Proof. Let f 2 C 1 घM ࣿ p ङ be orthogonal to the harmonic forms on M, and u 2 C 1 घM ࣿ p ङ satisfy dd ࣿ u+d ࣿ du = f and be also orthogonal to the harmonic forms. Then we h a ve 
Putting this into घ1.6ङ yields the conclusion in Theorem 1.3. q.e.d. In this article we shall give a single application of the preceding theorems: to a real-valued, real analytic function ऄ on the unit sphere S n ç R n+1 for n ऋ 2. We shall denote by R the subset of the compact interval ऄघS n ङ consisting of the noncritical values of ऄ. The critical values of ऄ make up a aenite set, obviously equal to the boundary @R of R. The preimage of R under ऄ is a disjoint union of aenitely many o p e n and connected subsets of S n whose boundaries are घpieces ofङ analytic varieties. If O is a connected component o f ऄ ;1 घRङ, and y 2 ऄघOङ, then the level set of ऄ in O L y = ऄ ;1 घyङ O , is a compact, connected घLemma 3.1ङ submanifold of S n , of class C ! and codimension one घand without a boundaryङ. If y 0 y 00 2 ऄघOङ, then the gradient ae o w o f ऄ deaenes a diaeeomorphism of L y 0 onto L y 00. Let each manifold L y be equipped with the metric induced by S n , and denote by ऋ घpङ 1 घyङ the smallest positive eigenvalue of the Hodge Laplacian ࣽ on L y acting on p-forms. With these deaenitions and notation we can state Theorem 1.4. Let p be an integer, 0 ऊ p ऊ n. Then there a r e numbers ऌ ae é 0 such that, for every y 2 R, ऋ घpङ 1 घyङ ऋ ऌëdistघy @Rङë ae : So far as we know this result has been proved only for p = 0, i.e., for the connection Laplacian घi.e, the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functionsङ. In the case p = 0 i t w as proved in ë4ë under the hypothesis that ऄ is the restriction to S n of a polynomial in R n+1 , and in full generality in ë1ë. The derivation of Theorem 1.4 from Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 can be found in Section 3. Note that by घ1.3ङ each U i is a geodesic ball of radius r. If I = fi 0 i 1 : : : i q g 2 S q घhence U I 6 = ङ the centers of the balls U iae घae = 0 1 : : : q ङ lie at a mutual distance ऊ 2r. It follows that if 0 ऊ ऋ ऊ n ; 1 then U घऋङ iae çç U घऋ+1ङ q.e.d. We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1. We combine the line of reasoning followed in proofs of the De Rham theorem घsee ë3ëङ with L 2 estimates.
As in Theorem 1.1, p will be an integer, 1 ऊ p ऊ n. W e select a C 1 partition of unity i n M f' 1 : : : ' N g, subordinate to the covering fU 1 : : : U N g w e assume ' i ऋ 0 for every i = 1 : : : N and also, as is permitted, that there is a constant C 0 é 0 which only depends on the parameter A and is such that
We apply Lemma 2.2 for ऋ = p and I 2 S 0 घi.e., I consists of a single element iङ. We obtain, for each i = 1 : : : N , a form u i 2 C 1 घU घpङ i ࣿ p;1 ङ which satisaees du i = f in U घpङ i , and is such that
We We state now the induction hypothesis: to each I 2 S q there is a form u I 2 C 1 घU घp;q+1ङ We h a ve seen that the induction hypothesis is satisaeed for q = 1 . Assume it is satisaeed for some q 1 ऊ q ऊ p ; 1. We apply Lemma 2.2: given any I 2 S q there is v I 2 C 1 घO घp;qङ for all I 2 S p such that U I 6 = .
The meaning of घ2:11ङ is that the घ ऊ Cechङ cohomology class of this cocycle is equal to the घDe Rhamङ cohomology class of f. ; 0 should lie on an integral curve ae of rऄ i n tersecting ;, which w ould imply that ऄ takes the value y at two distinct points of ae. This would contradict the general fact that ऄ is a bijection of anyone of its integral curves in O onto ऄघOङ. q.e.d.
Clearly O can be identiaeed to the product घy j;1 y j ङ ࣾ L yࣿ for any y ࣿ 2 घy j;1 y j ङ: a pair घy t ࣿ ङ y j;1 é y é y j t ࣿ 2 L yࣿ , is identiaeed to the unique point t 2 L y joined to t ࣿ by an arc of an integral curve o f rऄ.
We equip each L y with the metric g induced by S n . We use the properties of the level sets L y established in ë1ë, some of which w e recall now. The sought estimates will be simpler if we assume diam ऄघS n ङ é 1, which can always be achieved by rescaling. If y 2 ऄघS n ङ w e shall write aeघyङ = distघy @Rङ note that aeघyङ ऊ ae 0 é 1. First of all घLemma 2, loc. with a suitably large number ç é 0, also independent o f y, and ç = 100ç 0 . By Lemma 3, ibid., w e can also take B = 100 in घ1.4ङ. If we apply Theorem 1.3 with these values of N r A we obtain rightaway Theorem 1.4.
